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Exploring the Canadian War Museum with 
Graphic History 
M A T T H E W  B A R R E T T
Abstract : This article investigates how graphic history, a visual process 
which uses different artistic styles, illustrated narratives and comic-page 
sequential drawing, can contribute to our study and understanding of 
the past. I examine the theories and practices that underpin this visual 
approach to scholarship and overview how some academic historians 
are beginning to embrace graphic histories when conducting historical 
inquiry, analysis and interpretation. I also address important critiques 
about the academic rigour, pedagogical value and intellectual foundation 
of graphic history. I conclude with a graphic article to show how drawing, 
perspective and artistic techniques can be used to unpack historical 
concepts and relate historical narratives. This work is supported by 
SSHRC postdoctoral funding hosted by the Canadian War Museum.
Résumé: Cet article examine comment la bande dessinée historique 
peut contribuer à notre étude et à notre compréhension du passé. Ce 
sous-genre du 9e art fait appel à divers styles artistiques qui combinent 
récits illustrés et images séquentielles. Je débute par une analyse des 
théories et des pratiques qui sous-tendent cette approche visuelle de la 
recherche, accompagnée d’un aperçu de la façon dont certains historiens 
universitaires commencent à inclure les bandes dessinées historiques dans 
leurs recherches, analyses et interprétations historiques. J’aborde ensuite 
les remises en question légitimes qui portent sur la rigueur académique, 
la valeur pédagogique et le fondement intellectuel de la bande dessinée 
historique. Je termine en incluant un article illustré afin de démontrer 
comment le dessin, la perspective et les techniques artistiques peuvent 
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2 Historical Thinking and Visual Literacy
être utilisés pour vulgariser les concepts historiques et rassembler les 
récits historiques. Cet article s’appuie sur des recherches financées par 
le Conseil de recherches en sciences humaines et hébergées par le Musée 
canadien de la guerre.
Visual art has shaped the popular imagination of military history whether in the form of official war paintings from the First 
World War or the pulp comics from the Cold War era. These pictures 
inform public perceptions of war by evoking emotion and by offering 
new ways to visualise the past.1 From as early as I can remember, my 
passion for drawing has shaped and reinforced my own interest in the 
study of history. Through a SSHRC-funded postdoctoral fellowship 
hosted by the Canadian War Museum (CWM), I investigate how 
historical research can be conducted and shared through a visual 
approach in the form of graphic-novel style narratives. I seek to 
combine my creative and artistic interests with academic research to 
develop alternative methods of historical interpretation that rely more 
on imagery and visualisation. Graphic novels combine pictures and 
text in a comic page, sequential art format to communicate complex 
narratives and concepts. The term “graphic novel” is something of 
a misnomer because it suggests that the works are entirely fictional. 
For my own project, I prefer the term “graphic history,” which 
identifies both the visual nature of the work and the historical focus 
of its content. Graphic history contains a strong creative component 
through illustration, but ideally the images, text and narrative are 
based on careful research, corroboration and sourcing to ensure that 
a factual basis for the work is achieved. 
I began to seriously consider the value of producing graphic 
histories through my work with the Hill 70 Memorial Project, a 
non-profit organisation committed to commemorating the Canadian 
Corps victory at the Battle of Hill 70 in August 1917 as well as 
to educating the public about Canadian participation in the First 
World War. In collaboration with fellow historian Robert Engen, I 
illustrated two graphic histories as part of the high school curriculum 
1  There is a vast literature on visual culture and war, including Tatiana Prorokova 
and Nimrod Tal, eds., Cultures of War in Graphic Novels: Violence, Trauma, and 
Memory (New Brunswick: Rutgers University, 2018); Joanna Bourke, War and Art: 
A Visual History of Modern Conflict (London: Reaktion Books, 2017); and Christina 
M. Knopf, The Comic Art of War: A Critical Study of Military Cartoons, 1805–2014 
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2015).
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packages developed by the Hill 70 Project education team led by 
retired teacher Susan Everett. We based the first book on the 
experience of Lieutenant Brock Chisholm, who later became director-
general of the World Health Organisation, while the second book told 
the story of Private Frederick Lee, a Chinese-Canadian soldier killed 
at Hill 70.2 I am currently completing an expanded graphic history 
volume which will explore the leadership of General Arthur Currie 
as well as other Canadian soldier experiences at Hill 70. Creating 
these books revealed the complexity involved in this visual process 
and I recognised that the innovative nature of the work created rich 
possibilities yet to be fully realised by many scholars.
A central objective of my postdoctoral project at the CWM is 
to demonstrate that illustrated works based on a range of primary 
sources including artifacts and archival material can represent a form 
of critical historical scholarship. To ensure that academic research 
can be accessible to wider audiences, I argue that historians must 
expand beyond the traditional knowledge delivery model of the 
written word alone. In this article, I outline how the graphic narrative 
genre has been used in academia initially as a subject of literary 
analysis to more recently becoming an accepted method of conducting 
historical inquiry and interpretation. In addition to identifying the 
opportunities and advantages of using this visual approach, I also 
address a number of important critiques about the academic rigour, 
pedagogical value and intellectual foundation of graphic history. As 
I recognise the irony of using text to advocate for the importance of 
visual communication, I include a graphic section that explores how 
illustration and imagery can unpack concepts of historical thinking 
and share research. 
graphic books in historical education
Many scholars in the humanities, especially over the past decade, 
have recognised graphic novels as valuable cultural artifacts worthy 
2  For further detail about the Hill 70 graphic histories, see Matthew Barrett and 
Robert Engen, “The Battle of Hill 70,” Queen’s Alumni Review 92, 2 (2018), accessed 
28 May 2020, https://www.queensu.ca/gazette/alumnireview/stories/battle-hill-70.
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of academic inquiry and literary analysis.3 Numerous articles and 
edited volumes as well as entire conferences and peer-reviewed 
journals have been devoted to the study of comic books and graphic 
novels. By connecting comics to the wider social contexts in which 
they are both created and consumed, scholars have assessed how 
visual works comment on contemporary issues and historical events 
as well as how they can deconstruct and subvert popular beliefs and 
conventional narratives.4 
In a departure from the dismissal and stigmatisation of comic 
books as simplistic diversions of youth during the mid-twentieth 
century, many educators in high schools and universities have 
advocated for visually-driven works as important learning tools for 
students. Fictional graphic novels and non-fictional graphic memoirs 
or histories not only aid visual learners, but they also help to develop 
the visual literacy of all readers. Visual literacy involves decoding the 
meaning of pictures and identifying how sensory perceptions affect 
the interpretations of that imagery.5 Canadian scholars Michael 
Cromer and Penney Clark identify this skill set as particularly useful 
for the study of history and engagement with historiographic debates. 
As they explain, “[t]he inherent ambiguity in the visual/text format 
of graphic novels opens up possibilities for multiple readings and 
interpretations of their content. This process can develop students’ 
appreciation for the challenges involved in constructing nuanced and 
complex historical accounts in ways that are true to the primary 
sources on which they are based.”6 
Despite the acceptance of the graphic novel as a valid subject of 
literary analysis and as a useful learning tool, the visual art form 
itself has not been as readily adopted by scholars for sharing original 
historical research. In effect, much of the writing has been about 
3  Hugo Frey and Benjamin Noys, “History in the Graphic Novel,” Rethinking History 
6, 3 (2002): 255-260; and Sean Carleton, “Drawn to Change: Comics and Critical 
Consciousness,” Labour/Le Travail 73 (2014): 154-160.
4  Michael Cromer and Penney Clark, “Getting Graphic with the Past: Graphic 
Novels and the Teaching of History,” Theory and Research in Social Education 35, 
4 (2007): 574-591. Recent Canadian studies of comics and graphic literature include 
Dominick Grace and Eric Hoffman, eds., The Canadian Alternative: Cartoonists, 
Comics, and Graphic Novels (Jackson: University of Mississippi, 2017); and Candida 
Rifkind and Linda Warley, eds., Canadian Graphic: Picturing Life Narratives 
(Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2016). 
5  Cromer and Clark, “Getting Graphic with the Past,” 579-580.
6  Cromer and Clark, “Getting Graphic with the Past,” 589.
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the analysis of graphic novels from various artists, with far fewer 
attempts by scholars to use graphic novels as a means to convey 
their own historical concepts. As a result, when evaluating and 
interpreting comic books and graphic novels in academic publications, 
most scholars overwhelmingly rely on text. The exceptions include 
cartoonist-scholars such as Nick Sousanis, Scott McCloud and Will 
Eisner who expertly use the medium of comics to analyse the theories 
and techniques that underpin the art form.7 
In Unflattening, Sousanis argues that drawing can communicate 
complex ideas about philosophy, culture and science in ways that 
words alone cannot. Sousanis summarises the primary goal of his 
image-centred philosophy: “The argument proceeds entirely in visual 
and verbal metaphors—so more broadly it’s a push against considering 
things from a single perspective and instead draw on multiple ways of 
seeing to expand our understanding.”8 When applied to the historical 
profession this argument suggests that graphic works are not only for 
scholars and students to passively consume. Historians intrigued by 
the graphic approach need to be participants in the creation process 
to fully appreciate the power of imagery in understanding the past.   
Writers and illustrators have produced non-fiction, historical 
graphic novels, such as Chester Brown’s Louis Riel, but only 
recently have academic historians and professors become involved 
in the collaborative production of graphic histories.9 With a growing 
market for such works, Oxford University Press established a graphic 
history series through which different titles use illustrated narratives 
to explore reliability and meaning in historical accounts. The first in 
the series, Abina and the Important Men, a graphic history based on 
an 1876 court record of a wrongfully enslaved West African woman, 
7  Nick Sousanis, Unflattening (Boston: Harvard University Press, 2015); Scott 
McCloud, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art (New York: Harper Collins, 
1993); Will Eisner, Comics and Sequential Art (Tamarac, FL: Poorhouse Press, 
1990); and Will Eisner, Graphic Storytelling and Visual Narrative (Tamarac, FL: 
Poorhouse Press, 1996).
8  Renata Mancini, “Interview with Nick Sousanis,” Revista de Língua e Literatura 
21, 1 (2019): 255.
9  Examples of Canadian graphic histories include Chester Brown, Louis Riel 
(Montreal: Drawn & Quarterly, 2003); Scott Chantler, Two Generals (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart, 2010); John Lang, Lone Hawk: The Story of Air Ace Billy 
Bishop (Toronto: Puffin Canada, 2011); Graphic History Collective and David 
Lester, 1919: A Graphic History of the Winnipeg General Strike (Toronto: Between 
the Lines, 2019); and Kassandra Luciuk and Nicole Marie Burton, Enemy Alien: A 
True Story of Life Behind Barbed Wire (Toronto: Between the Lines, 2020).
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was the product of collaboration between historian Trevor Getz and 
illustrator Liz Clarke.10 In an effort to look beyond the traditional 
monograph and scholarly article, the American Historical Review 
has started to review graphic histories as well as other historically-
themed creative works. As the guest editor of this section, Getz 
points to the unique opportunity of graphic histories to “mobilize the 
vocabularies and grammar of the written and the drawn in tandem 
to effectively communicate both the lived past and the contours of 
historical inquiry.”11 
Museums have embraced similar interpretative techniques to 
better connect visitors to the history in their galleries. Many museum 
curators have moved beyond the artifact and the written word to 
embrace graphics, films, computer programmes, dioramas and other 
forms of presentation.12 The CWM adopted an innovative graphic 
history approach for the Deadly Skies exhibit in 2016. The exhibit 
curator and historian John Maker explains that “the Canadian 
War Museum team wished to avoid presenting knowledge in a one-
dimensional way. We wished to present multiple angles and admit 
to doubts in the historical record.”13 The exhibit used a variety 
of archival sources and unique artifacts related to the air war in 
order to craft graphic narratives based on the experiences of pilots, 
aerial observers and civilians. As indicated by these examples from 
classrooms, university presses and museums, historians and educators 
have increasingly pursued the creation of graphic history as a means 
to share their research with wider audiences.
graphic histories: challenges and opportunities
While there are no precise rules on what kind of research underpins 
graphic history, I believe that any enthusiasm for this approach must 
be tempered by considerations about historical accuracy, fiction and 
10  Trevor Getz and Liz Clarke, Abina and the Important Men (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2012).
11  Trevor Getz, “Getting Serious about Comic Histories,” American Historical 
Review 123, 5 (2018): 1597.
12  Doiron Knight, “On the Beat: Stories From 1914-1918: A Fresh Approach to 
Interpreting Crime History at Bishop’s Stortford Museum,” Law, Crime and History 
5, 1 (2015): 117-129.
13  John Maker, “Developing Deadly Skies,” Canadian Military History 25, 1 (2016): 6.
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sourcing. Just as graphic history as a genre has grown in terms of 
academic study and academic creation, other historians have been 
slow to accept its value as an effective means to study and represent 
the past. As peer-reviewed historical scholarship is overwhelmingly 
centred on articles and books, uncertainty about where a visual 
approach fits into the academy—especially the progression through 
the academic ranks—is not altogether surprising.14 In a critical 
book review of one historical graphic novel, University of North 
Carolina historian Louis A. Pérez Jr. argues: “To engage graphic 
production is to puzzle over the use of a medium that in most 
aspects is antithetical to the craft of the historian.”15 Whereas the 
typeset text on the written page is designed to give the appearance 
of objectivity and expertise, illustrations by their subjective nature 
may appear less tethered to historical reality. Pérez elaborates that 
“[t]he comic medium purports to historical representation through 
imagined dialogue and imaginary artwork: the past as a figment 
of the imagination.”16 Although it is uncertain to what extent this 
skepticism is shared across the historical profession, the fictive and 
visual elements associated with graphic histories may give some 
pause about their suitability as scholarship.
Attempting to translate historical knowledge into a graphic form 
carries unique challenges. On the recent proliferation of historical 
comics and graphic histories, Getz notes that the potential of the 
form has yet to be fully realised. As he observes, “[m]any graphic 
histories suffer from a deficiency either as comics or as histories.”17 
Generally, historians wish to fill the pages and panels with text 
and tend to view the pictures as merely supplementing the essential 
written description and analysis. Their artistic collaborators, who 
14  One author published with the Oxford Graphic History series advised young 
scholars against creating graphic histories early in their careers due to concerns 
about academic advancement in departments that do not yet recognise mixed media 
projects. Nina Caputo, “A MARVELous concept: History in Living Color,” History@
UF, 1 February 2017, accessed 27 May 2020, https://ufhistorydepartment.wordpress.
com/2017/02/01/a-marvelous-concept-history-in-living-color/.
15  Louis A. Pérez Jr., “Review of Che: A Graphic Biography by Spain Rodriguez and 
Cuba: My Revolution by Inverna Lockpez and Dean Haspiel,” American Historical 
Review 123, 5 (2018): 1602-1603.
16  Pérez Jr., “Review of Che and Cuba,” 1602-1603.
17  Trevor Getz, “The challenges of representing history in comic book form,” Oxford 
University Press Blog, 29 January 2019, accessed 25 May 2020, https://blog.oup.
com/2019/01/the-challenges-of-representing-history-in-comic-book-form/.
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often have no formal historical training, tend to place the emphasis 
on storytelling and symbolism sometimes at the expense of deeper 
historical context and accuracy. As Getz notes, “[i]t is the rare 
individual creator who can master both the historian’s and the comic 
book artist’s trades.”18 Beyond creative differences that may arise 
in the collaboration process, graphic history presents important 
practical and methodological issues that historian and illustrator 
alike should acknowledge. 
Essential to any thesis or historical interpretation is the ability 
to establish corroboration and documentation through the relevant 
primary evidence and detailed argumentation. Whereas there are 
multiple citation styles acceptable in written works, namely footnotes 
or in-text citations, the illustrated page is not necessarily conducive 
to the same type of detailed sourcing. Confining deeper explanation 
and context to endnotes or appendices, while appropriate in some 
cases, may be seen to undermine the professed effectiveness of graphic 
history as a visual form of research and analysis. At the same time, 
reliance on text need not signal the failure of images to achieve their 
goal alone. Graphic history aims to combine the best of both mediums 
with the goal to enhance the meaning of pictures through text and 
enhance the written word through visual interpretation and image 
juxtaposition, all grounded in deep research. To solve the problem 
of sourcing, creators have used more traditional methods such as 
bibliographies and endnotes as well as more graphic adaptations such 
as depicting the sources, including photos, documents or letters, within 
the illustrations. Visual cues such as differently coloured text boxes, 
italicised text and different fonts can also be used to distinguish 
various narrative voices and identify direct quotations. 
Dialogue represents a more peculiar problem. While dialogue 
bubbles and thought balloons are synonymous with comics and 
usually essential to telling a coherent story, the historical record 
does not necessarily document such clear and complete verbal 
interactions or internal deliberations. Even when certain sources 
do contain detailed exchanges, for example interviews, meeting 
minutes, letters, memoirs and trial transcripts, lengthy text is not 
always appropriate for the illustrated page. Just as historians make 
18  Getz, “Getting Serious about Comic Histories,” 1597. See also Neil Maher, 
“Graphic History and the Art of Collaboration,” Reviews in American History 48, 
1 (2020): 112-118.
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choices about the use and length of quotations in their written 
work, graphic historians are required to make similar judgments 
about what passages should be included, condensed or excluded. 
More precarious is the issue of adapting or outright fictionalising 
dialogue and speculating about a real person’s internal thoughts. 
In Battle Lines: A Graphic History of the Civil War, artist 
Jonathan Fetter-Vorm and historian Ari Kelman agreed only to 
attribute invented dialogue to fictional characters while relying on 
the documented words recorded by real historical figures. Based 
on their careful primary source research for both the written and 
artistic components, Fetter-Vorm and Kelman stress they took 
“great pains to avoid doing violence to the past.”19 In The Great 
Rat Hunt: Empire, Disease, and Modernity in French Colonial 
Vietnam, historian Michael Vann included two fictional narrators 
at the urging of his editor though with some reluctance because the 
decision “flirts dangerously close with the boundaries of history.”20 
The issues surrounding dialogue and depiction raise interesting 
questions about how readers and reviewers should hold authors and 
artists accountable for their research and creative choices. Is there 
a distinction between attributing invented dialogue to an historical 
individual compared to drawing the face of an historical individual 
without a known photographic reference for physical appearance? 
Both decisions require invention and may leave readers with the 
wrong impression that this is exactly what someone said or this 
is what the person looked like. I believe invented quotes should be 
used sparingly if at all because the written word carries a greater 
risk of inferring certainty. Of course, the written historical record is 
filled with ambiguities and falsehoods that historians must critically 
examine, but there is a difference between citing quotes derived from 
primary sources and the historian attributing hypothetical words to 
a real person. 
Depicting that real person without a clear source for appearance 
presents a similar conundrum but the visual medium, through 
simplification, abstraction and various other artistic techniques, can 
19  Jonathan Fetter-Vorm and Ari Kelman, Battle Lines: A Graphic History of the 
Civil War (New York: Hill and Wang, 2015), x.
20  Michael Vann, “Confessions of a Rogue Historian: Why I Wrote a Graphic History 
of Colonial Hanoi,” Fiction and Film for Scholars of France: A Cultural Bulletin 9, 
3 (2019), accessed 25 May 2020, https://h-france.net/fffh/reviews/confessions-of-a-
rogue-historian-why-i-wrote-a-graphic-history-of-colonial-hanoi/.
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be used to better indicate doubt about what people and the past may 
have actually looked like. In a review of several graphic histories, Ben 
Lander argues that “the narratives of comic and graphic novels invite 
the reader to see the difficulties, as well as the process of representing 
the past. The self-questioning tone of comic narratives moves the 
reader beyond the imperative of truth and towards a more realistic 
position where truth, the past, and historical representation can be 
presented as questions.”21 It is not only the narratives themselves 
that signal doubt. It is how those narratives are depicted that raise 
fundamental historical and methodological questions. In effect, the 
imagery and artistic style invites the type of critique, interpretation 
and inquiry that provides the space for creators and readers to reflect 
on what constitutes historical accuracy and truth. 
What any scene or event in the past actually looked like is not 
typically documented in complete and exact detail that precisely 
translates onto the drawn page. Visualisation requires informed 
speculation about far more than the dialogue—setting, expressions, 
gesture, weather, clothing and colour, just to name a few variables. 
Artists and historians can derive indications about certain visual 
details from written documents such as memoirs, reports or letters as 
well as paintings, sketches, artifacts, photographs or contemporary 
film footage. Combining these details in order to construct a series 
of scenes is still in practice a matter of creation and educated 
imagination. Historians and artists must be sensitive to avoid glaring 
anachronisms while also understanding that technical accuracy 
should not necessarily be the primary goal. 
When evaluating the art of official war painters, for instance, 
does it matter if Frederick Varley missed a button on a uniform 
jacket or if Arthur Lismer took liberty with the colour design of dazzle 
camouflage on a ship? Or is it the overall composition, style and 
tone of the picture that gives the art greater meaning and historical 
significance? I argue that graphic histories which fixate on attempting 
to recreate the past as only a realistic representation miss the vast 
potential of visual art to employ multiple techniques along a diverse 
spectrum of styles. As Scott McCloud elaborates in Understanding 
Comics, “[w]hen we abstract an image through cartooning, we’re not 
so much eliminating details as we are focusing on specific details. 
21  Ben Lander, “Graphic Novels as History: Representing and Reliving the Past,” 
Left History 10, 2 (2005): 126.
10
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By stripping down an image to its essential ‘meaning,’ an artist can 
amplify that meaning in a way that realistic art can’t.”22
The process of imagination is valuable and constructive because 
it forces the historian to consider visualisation, and how readers 
interpret these images, as an essential feature of their work. Historian 
Ronald Schechter, who collaborated with artist Liz Clarke on Mendoza 
the Jew: Boxing, Manliness, and Nationalism, appreciated how the 
project exposed the often-unacknowledged assumptions at the core 
of historical methodology. “The color pictures, the expressions on 
the faces, the gestures, the dialogue and the thoughts imputed to 
the characters made it very clear that the history being told was a 
work of the imagination,” he writes. “The narrative aspect of history-
writing is graphically clear in the graphic form.”23 Rather than being 
“antithetical to the craft of the historian,” graphic history draws 
on the same tools of research, critical analysis and creativity as the 
history found in any academic paper or scholarly monograph. Indeed, 
graphic histories by their visual nature make evident that which 
written history can often obscure—fictive elements and informed 
imagination are central to the production of any historical narrative 
whether told primarily by text or primarily by illustration. 
graphic history illustrated
This article has traced the progression of the graphic narrative genre 
from something that historians passively study to a medium that 
a small but growing number of historians are actively engaged in 
creating in order to share research and examine historical concepts. 
I have outlined the theory and practice of graphic history as well as 
highlighted important challenges that historians and artists must 
confront when visually representing the past. I have offered my own 
perspective on how issues of sourcing, narration and visualisation may 
be adapted to the graphic form, but other solutions and strategies 
will emerge from the ongoing creative process. This article, however, 
begs an important question. Could I have translated my arguments 
22  McCloud, Understanding Comics, 30.
23  Ronald Schechter, “Writing a graphic history: Mendoza the Jew,” Oxford University 
Press Blog, 7 May 2014, accessed 25 May 2020, https://blog.oup.com/2014/05/
writing-graphic-history-mendoza-the-jew/. Emphasis in original.
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and explanation entirely into a graphic form and would that approach 
have been equally or more effective at communicating these ideas? 
In this final section I illustrate several of my key points, but as 
graphic scholarship is still relatively new, and largely experimental, 
I recognised that an in-depth written explanation was necessary at 
this stage of my project. After all, the goal is not simply to replace 
text but instead to seek ways that words and images may interact 
to produce greater understanding, meaning and clarity for creator 
and reader alike. 
While there are still important practical challenges such as limited 
funding for academic publishing and the high costs of printing full-
colour art, the potential reach of graphic history warrants serious 
consideration from historians. My postdoctoral project seeks to 
develop such an approach to the point where it would not be unusual 
to see a graphic history proposal on virtually any historical subject 
as an academic article, edited collection or book. Using the ideas and 
concepts discussed in this article, I now turn to illustrating some of 
the different ways that graphic history can offer new perspectives on 
viewing the past. This graphic article examines colour, scale, point-
of-view, artistic style and historical representation by exploring the 
exhibits and archives of the Canadian War Museum itself.
◆     ◆     ◆     ◆
about the author
Matthew Barrett is a SSHRC Postdoctoral Fellow with the Canadian War 
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